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I must thank everyone who supported the first

issue of Rail Modeller Australia, I was amazed by the
number of downloads and the sales of the printed
version. On the strength of your support I am confident
that the magazine will be able to provide an inovative
way to promote this amazing hobby by offering an
opportunity to Learn, Share and Create.

In this issue we look at a layout that has celebrated
its 40th anniversary this year while highlighting one
man’s passion for the hobby spanning over 70 years.
Trevor Gibbs begins his series of workshops with some
creative ideas to add to your layout. Trevor has also
provided two basic model lineside huts that you can
download and make. Bill Cox describes kit building
the private owner non air hoppers and we have another
3D printing article showing the construction of some N
scale container wagons.

It goes without saying that this year is one of
uncertainty in so many ways and I, like many others,
know how hard it has been living in lockdown. This
has also been challenging for those who are caring for
an aged person or those in a high risk group. The
salvation for my friend and I has been the interest we
both share for the hobby of model railways and the
opportunity to find a variety of projects to keep
mentally active. We have been busy making buildings
and trees for the new layout, servicing locomotives and
finishing some kits that have been waiting so long for
completion. These activities are an enjoyable and
rewarding distraction and contribute to a sense of
achievement.

I was asked about the tag I have included in the
Rail Modeller Australia logo:
LEARN: Learn new skills and challenge yourself, try
something new and build your skills.
SHARE: Share your skills, knowledge and experience
in the hobby with others and help them to learn from
your experience.
CREATE: Use what you have learned to create your
model railway empire or find the area within the hobby
you are passionate about.

Keep on Training.

From the editor
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Row Ramsay describes his life long involvement in model railways and his layout, Ramsden
A LIFE LONG PASSION
It is quite rare that someone could dig into their photo collection and create a visual story of a life long passion
for a hobby. While putting together the feature layout article for this issue, Row Ramsay did just that. The
collection of black and white photos here spans the years 1949 up to 1963 and shows a collaboration between a
father, his son, and the hobby of model railways. Those early years of the hobby were very basic but it was a
hobby full of creativity, inventiveness, and learning a range of skills that are gradually being lost in our modern
times. Above all else, it shows a dedication and passion to the hobby of model railways and the empire called
'Ramsden' that grew from that passion. Ramsden celebrated its 40th Anniversary in April 2020 and I would like
to congratulate Row on this amazing achievement.
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1949

1953
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2020

1963

1980

My Dad running the express passenger set.



Like most people who have entered the hobby of
model railways, my journey started with an O gauge
Hornby clockwork set that my father had. Over the
years the manufacturers began to produce reasonable
quality models in a new smaller scale called Hornby
Dublo which ran on three rail and offered so much
potential for creating a good size layout indoors. It
was around this time when my father gave up
smoking and decided to put the money saved into
model trains and the real part of our journey into this
wonderful hobby began. The layout we started back
then was a joy to work on and each little addition
brought it to life with buildings, signals, and vehicles
all contributing to the scene. My dad was an
inventive man and created some things that I still use
to this day including the rather basic point control
using fishing line and screw eyelets. Although by
today's standards this may seem rather antiquated the
system has given years of faultless service.

Buildings that adorned these early layouts were made
of wood, cardboard, or anything

that would do the job and although being rather basic
did bring the layout to life.

Over the years the layout expanded with more
buildings, track, and scenery items which made
running sessions enjoyable. Looking back on the old
photos it is interesting to note that a lot of the
vehicles and even most of the rolling stock are now
part of Ramsden and still providing enjoyment even
after all these years. The sound of heavy locos and
rolling stock clattering their way along the track is a
far distant memory when compared with the quality
of models available today, however, it is interesting to
see the advances that have occurred in the years I
have been in the hobby. I am fortunate that we have
these memories and photos to share with you,
however, this article is about Ramsden and how it has
developed over the last 40 years, so please, join me
on this journey and my life long passion for this
incredible hobby.
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'Ramsden' came about after losing my Dad in 1979, I
was finding it hard to deal with his passing and late in
1979 my wife, Margaret, suggested that I should
build a new layout that incorporated items from the
previous layouts. I have often been asked about the
name of the layout and it really couldn’t be simpler it
is a shortened version of Ramsay’s Den which is my
train room.

The Baseboards

In 1980 with support and encouragement from my
wife I made a start on the layout and 'Ramsden' was
born. The room I chose was an area under the house
that measured 25’ x 20’ that allowed me to build a
substantial size layout. The room had timber stumps
that supported the house and I constructed the
baseboards around these, in hindsight I should have
waited until I was able to have the posts removed and
smaller metal posts installed which I did sometime
later. The construction of the baseboards for Ramsden
was made using chipboard, pine, and other readily
available materials, and considering the age of the
layout, they have stood the test of time. It is
important to point out that the solid construction
meant that I was able to walk on the layout to lay
track and do scenery as the layout is quite wide in
parts. Until recently, I would regularly climb onto the
layout to clean the track and buildings and do minor
repairs but some health issues have now put a stop to
that. The layout progressed quickly and by August
and September 1980 trains were running and the
scenery was well underway and there was a great
deal of satisfaction during these early days
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Trackwork and electrics

I do enjoy working on the electrics and scenery.
When it comes to electrics I have always had the
attitude that if the layout doesn’t work then there is
no point in building it. The bulk of the electrics are
quite simple with 28 block sections and electric point
operation in areas where it is impossible to use any
other method. Whilst on the subject of points, my
father came up with the idea of using fishing line and
curtain rings to operate points, although this may
seem a bit basic I am still using this method today
and never have any trouble with it. The layout is
operated with several different controllers including
some that are hand made and a Hammant and Morgan
unit, all quite old but still working incredibly well.
The trackwork and points are mostly Peco which is
also used outside in the garden portion of the layout,
there is some Hornby nickel silver track as well. I
have hand made some crossover points which
became necessary because I could not get exactly

what I needed. The most complicated of these was
the tram crossover that allows the tram to venture
further afield by crossing the mainline, as you can
imagine it takes great skill to time the tram and the
trains to avoid a collision. As Ramsden city
developed the local authorities decided that a tram
service was required and with tools in hand I climbed
onto the layout and started laying track. This decision
was not without its problems as I discovered that it
would be far too difficult to cut a path through the
roadway to run the tram tracks so I came up with the
idea of hand laying N scale track on top of the road
surface keeping everything in gauge using a OO scale
track gauge. Most plans often seem to self perpetuate
problems and when I tried to run the trams around the
newly laid track I found that there would need to be
some modifications made before all was well on the
tram circuit. Time and a few modifications have seen
Ramsden’s trams perform admirably since their
inception in 1984.

The control panel for Ramsden is a rather crude collection of controllers but they do work incredibly well.
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Scenery

The scenery is basic compared to the methods used
today, wooden formers have chicken wire stretched
over them, this is covered in old newspaper. Paper
Mache is spread over the framework to strengthen the
shape and when dry it is painted and scenery
materials applied. By today's standards the materials
available back then consisted of dyed sawdust for the
groundwork and coloured lichen to represent bushes
and small trees. The use of cork bark to represent
rock faces also had a big following by modellers. A
lot of the trees on the layout are homemade using
garden twigs and the previously mentioned lichen,
the rest are purchased from different hobby suppliers
over the years. Included in the scenery mix are
numerous little detail items that became available
over time, including station trolleys, phone boxes,
etc, all adding to the appearance of the layout.
Ramsden has quite a collection of motor vehicles
some of which are rare collector models now,
Matchbox, Lesney, and Lledo Days-Gone, make up
the bulk of the models. In amongst all these, I have
models of vehicles that my family has owned over
the years, painted to match the colours of the real
vehicles.
Both city and country scenes form part of the layout,
but my favourite area is the city which has become
quite busy over the years. I am unsure of the current
population but it is quite extensive and keeps the
trains and trams running to cope with the demand.
The buildings that form such a major part of the
layout are quite an assortment of plastic kits and
cardboard kits all of which have endured the ravages
of time. Some models were purchased second hand
and some are made from kits. Most of the structures

have been added to with little details and of course,
lighting. Most of the buildings on the layout are fitted
with grain of wheat bulbs that run off a BUS that is
under the layout, the voltage is half that required and
this has meant that the bulbs have lasted for several
years and I can only recall ever replacing two or three
since they were installed. My favourite building
would have to be the Town Hall that stands proudly
on the corner of tramway parade, although not being
the largest building it is impressive with the ornate
work that makes up the facade. The town centre is
well serviced with two trams running and the double-
decker buses making their way to Ramsbridge with
full passenger loads.
My real passion is the trains and my favourite spot
on the layout would have to be the loco servicing area
where there seems to be an overabundance of locos
on shed awaiting their next call of duty. The
locomotive collection on Ramsden includes an
interesting collection of models from various
manufacturers, some as they were made, and some
that have endured modification to make them run
better. With over 100 serviceable locos there is no
problem finding motive power for the day's roster.
The beauty of having collected so much in the way of
models is that there is always a plethora of spare parts
to ensure the fleet will be repairable well into the
future. My collection of locos and rolling stock cover
a multitude of prototypes and allow me to run
anything that takes my fancy, the curious thing is that
nothing ever really looks out of place, it all just
seems to work.

I understand that some people are keen to capture
everything in perfect scale or to aim for modelling
one particular prototype or period and that is part of
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what the hobby is all about, but I am very happy
modelling whatever I like and the result is that
Ramsden is the perfect layout for this mix.
There is a small fettler's shed near the loco yard that
has some semaphore blades leaning against the wall
that may require repair or are just spares in case there
is a failure on the system somewhere. These small
cameo's help to bring a little extra realism to any
layout. Ramsden has semaphore and colour light
signals as I am quite fond of both types and railway
systems did run the two types together for some time
during the transition to modern colour light signals.
All the colour light signals are working and add
greatly to the atmosphere of the railway when

darkness falls. When it comes to rolling stock I have
around 350 freight wagons and probably 250
coaches, again these are a mixed bag of
manufacturers and prototype, however, it would be
fair to say that most would be of British descent.
Under the layout is an extensive storage yard where
most are set up as trains and can be brought up onto
the layout to do their turn of duty. Oh, the joy of
running a model railway. Sadly in recent times, I
have realised that such a big collection is a bit too
much for me and I have sold off quite a lot of stock, I
still have more than enough to satisfy my running
days.



Above: The yard is a busy area with locos being serviced ready for their next run. The small fettlers hut to the right
has a stockpile of Semaphore arms being repaired.

Below: The Railway Hotel is well placed to serve the travelling public.
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Above: The GWR Railcar exits the brick portal and enters the garden section of the layout. Although having
suffered the ravages of time and the elements the garden railway still runs.
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Above: The Pannier Tank runs accross the bridge that spans the pathway and heads towards the junction

Below: The Pannier Tank has right of way on the junction as the GWR Railcar waits for clearance.
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The funny things that happen

Ramsden is not without its share of stories that are
great fun to reflect on, I recall one day when our
family cat disappeared, searching everywhere just
made us even more concerned that something may
have happened and we were quite sad. Everyone
deals with these sort of events in different ways and I
decided to ease my concerns, I opened up the train
room and set up a couple of trains. The first train of
the day was the express passenger to Ramsbridge and
as it pulled out of the station and gained momentum I
watched as it ran full speed into the tunnel, without
warning all hell broke loose as the top of the
mountain popped up into the air closely followed by
our beloved cat which made everyone quite relieved.
Over the years the first train of the day has always
managed to flush something out of the tunnel,
huntsman spiders, blue tongue lizards and a couple of
moths have all been finding some sort of sanctuary in
the mountain blissfully unaware of the dangers of
hanging around on my railway tracks.

Working under the layout can be uncomfortable
laying on the concrete floor while working on the
electrics. One particular job I was working on seemed
to be more involved than I expected and I was
looking around for something to make the job a bit
more comfortable. My salvation came in the form of
a spare single mattress that we had, so I seconded it
for my purpose and laid it under the boards, climbed

in and it was very comfortable so much so that I
ended up falling asleep for a couple of hours.
Needless to say, this has happened a few more times
since. My friends and grandchildren, who visit for
running sessions are always good fun with lots of
great banter and of course, the running of trains, what
could be better than that?

The future

With a layout such as this, there are always so many
things that can be added, changed, repaired, or simply
tidied up. Ramsden has been a living creation and I
am very proud and happy that it has been a part of my
life. Time does weary us and my health issues and
age have a bearing on how much more is achieved
but when all is said and done Ramsden does work
every time the controls are turned, trains run and
lights go on and off and you really couldn’t ask for
more. Writing this article and looking back over the
history of my involvement in the hobby has been
very rewarding, a trip down memory lane that spans
such a large part of my life. I have indeed been
blessed with a wife and family who accepted my
particular form of modelling madness, thank
goodness they have never found a cure for it! I am
thankful for being given the opportunity to share my
experiences with your readers and hope that you
enjoy reading about and taking a journey on
Ramsden.
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As the sun gradually sets, Ramsden takes on a new persona as a multitude of lights illuminate the city.
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Welcome to the “Workshop” where I hope that in this
first column, we can get the ball rolling for beginner
and expert alike. If you are an expert, I hope there
are a few new ideas for you. If you are starting out or
just running the “MDF Railway” for any number of
reasons, then some ideas and techniques may just
help you!

Having modelled and run railways for most of my
life. I think it is fair to say that I have learned a lot of
things and acquired a few skills as a result of the
hobby. And it is never too late to pick up more! Some
of us in the hobby are exquisite scratch builders of
any number of models while others among us are
“plonkers” with a collection of premade models
adorning our layouts. There is enough diversity to
accommodate all of us!

Part of my model railway history was the collation of
“Hints and Tips” in the British Model Railway
Express Newsletter run by Pat Hammond. Despite the
demise of that excellent publication, I have kept the
spirit of that column running in the Your Model
Railway site as well as my own web site. There are
currently about 80 of those unpublished - Robyn will
have enough material to fill in as a result for a long
time to come!

One of the limitations of the MRE newsletter site was
that Pat wanted word pictures only - no photos or
diagrams. As a technical teacher and tradie from a
long time ago, I did not have a problem with that.
However it has left me with few photos ... which is
why we have magazines!

So YOUR input, Hints and Tips, Pictures, Drawings
and Letters are welcome. There is a buzz to be had
from seeing your input in print!

WORKING OUTWHATYOUR RAILWAY
WILLDO
One of the biggest blocks to building a layout is
knowing what to build. Will it satisfy your needs as
the builder of an operating railway. Those needs
include operating space, operating schemes, station
layouts etc. We all know what we would like to build
in and what with. Notably it would need an aircraft
hangar and a super sized Lotto win so in any case we
need a bit of imagination

One useful computer tool I have found is the Auran
Trainz* program. There are a couple of programs

such as SCARM and Hornby’s design program but I
am unaware of the features of these products. With a
bit of practice, you can build simple layouts and
landscape them to see what your final product might
look like even it is exaggerated a bit. You can then
test your track plan with trains running to see how the
scheme that you have planned will actually work.

Trainz and other programs have lineside scenery such
as roads, buildings and, when you get more
proficient, Hills and Mountains. You can then plan
these features onto your layout to help you visualise
what you might have trouble imagining!

Far from taking away from your model building, it
could well save you time and money if you minimise
mistakes in the final build. And knowing that your
layout will “work” is a real confidence builder in
itself. You might think that making the virtual layout
more generously proportioned than you could is self
defeating. However we all envisage our layouts to be
bigger than they actually are anyway!

In an effort to prove this point, I drew a very
flattering plan of the layout that I had as a 9 year old
using Trainz. Where I show an FP7 with 5 coaches, I
actually had a Triang single ended loco and two TC
coaches. There was probably only room for 3 coaches
on the straight shown. Where you see the green
“grassy” surface, I had a nice plywood texture! Like I
said ...very flattering!

This is the outline of my layout as a 9 year old. There
was double tunnel for the passing siding at the left
and a spur mountain and the trackwork was
geometric Triang super 4, not the nice flowing
trackwork shown.

In his first workshop, Trevor Gibbs shows us how to use a popular program to help design a layout



Still I spent a lot of time on the real version of this
layout around 1964/1965. I made timetables,
practiced train driving and played with scenarios as 9
year olds do. I still am hard pressed to think of a
hobby that has the imaginative play value of a model
railway for anyone, all these years later!

I am still using imagination for my own layout. In
MYmind, I am operating over 18 scale miles of main
line, 7 stations, 3 loco depots and other multiples. In
reality, there is about 22 feet of “main line”, 2 actual
stations and 1 depot... all on a 4 x 8!

For realism, I actually run my trains in a “point to
point” mode with set rules. So using Trainz a few
years ago, I built a virtual layout based on what I
imagined my railway to be. The scenes were very
ornate and I could set long distances to play with a
few other scenarios as a true point to point!

When I was playing with the Trainz program
regularly a few years ago, I checked out the layout
ideas of several friends with virtual operations using
Trainz. These layouts were also generously
proportioned but they were useful to the builders of
those layouts. Also I have helped build up to 20
actual layouts for clubs and friends over the years -
not just my own.

In the next article I will look at the creation of
backdrops and incorporating building pictures to
create depth so please join us for the next couple of
workshop sessions!

The edge of the ACTUAL layout was parallel to the
main line and siding but this is TRAINZ so my
imagination can run riot, just like it did as a nine year
old!

Till Next Issue
Trevor

* Apart from having been a user of this program, the author has no commercial or indirect relationship with Trainz.

Editors Note: If you are interested in the Trainz software it is available here: https://www.auran.com
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For many years I have been an avid fan of a series of
books on NSW Railways called Byways of Steam,
the most recent edition, number 27, was of particular
interest as it had substantial coverage of the early
coal railways in Newcastle. My interest was drawn to
the information on the small 10ton coal hoppers often
referred to as non air hoppers. These diminutive
wagons were used for many years both by the New
South Wales Railways and privately owned
companies transporting coal to the ports for shipment
around the world. A number of fine publications are
now available on the subject of these amazing coal
mines and they also contain considerable information
on the LCH Hoppers which are the subject of this
article. I have listed the reference materials used for
this project as a guide only as there are no doubt
other sources available.

ABrief History
Coal has been mined in the Newcastle fields from
1857 to the present day and has been a driving force
behind the development of railways in the Hunter
Region of New South Wales. The government
railways first terminus was at Honeysuckle Point
where engine sheds and carriage sheds were erected.
1858 saw the railway extended to the city of
Newcastle. The Brown family featured heavily in the
early days of mining in the Hunter region and were
responsible for opening a number of quite successful
mines. Numerous wagon types were used for the
haulage of coal but in 1863 the Scottish Australian
Coal Company introduced a vehicle that was to be
the basis of a design that would be used for many
years to come. The simple design consisted of an
open iron underframe into which a slope sided timber
hopper was placed. The success of this design saw
the numbers in use by private operators and the

NSWGR climb to over 13,000 vehicles, there were a
number of variations of the original hopper but the
basic elements were always present. The early
versions of these hoppers were of 6 ton capacity, over
time the newer versions were capable of carrying up
to 12 ton. The majority of the hoppers were classed
as LCH, however, with the desire to increase the
capacity some wagons were fitted with ‘hungry
boards’ and were classified CCH.
A particularly useful book in completing my project
was the Train Hobby publication “Coals to Newcastle
Volume One the Steam Era” as it had quite a number
of coloured photos of wagons that assisted me in
painting and weathering the models. My research
found that trains regularly ran with forty non air
hoppers which were assisted in the braking
department by a CHG guards van. I decided that I
would complete a rake of forty non air LCH hoppers
in private ownership to run behind my NSWGR 50
class locomotive with a J &ABrown branded CHG
brake van.

What you need for this project
LCH coal hopper kit from Casula Hobbies
Decals for private owner wagons from
kangaroohobbycraft.com
Quality liquid plastic cement
A small brush to apply liquid cement
A sharp craft knife and cutting board
Small side cutters to remove the parts from the sprue
A range of files to clean up any flash on the parts
A pair of pointed tweezers

Overview of the project
The wagon kit consists of two injection moulded frets
that contain two hopper sides, two hopper ends, two
hopper bases (only one base is used for each model)
and the components for the steel underframe made up
of four parts. A bag supplied with the kit has four

Kit building the New South Wales
Private Owner non air coal hoppers

Bill Cox
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small delrin bearings for the axle boxes and a pair of
plastic spoke wheels. Buffers are available at extra
cost as are metal wheels which I have now started to
fit to my wagons. The construction of the wagons was
not particularly difficult as the parts are well moulded
with little or no flash to clean up. I chose a liquid
plastic cement that helped to provide a strong clean
joint once the parts were glued. The biggest issue I
found was making sure that the parts were fitted
together square to ensure that wheels lined up
correctly so as to provide trouble free running. The
hopper portion of the kit was rather more involved as
it took some work to get the angled sides and ends to
go together square. The best way to approach a
project such as this is to spend some time and
research the prototype so you have a reasonable idea
of how the model should look when it is finished. I
spent many enjoyable hours wading through my
books and putting post it notes on the pages that I
would use later as a reference guide; this effort was
well worth it as I could easily find photos that were
invaluable when it came to painting decaling and
weathering.

Building the models
The first job I tackled was to read the instructions that
are supplied with the kit, these were very basic but
they do give a good view of how the parts go
together. Because I chose to make 40 of these wagons
I decided to use take away containers to hold the
parts as I cut them from the sprue using my small
side cutters. I then removed the parts from the
containers that I needed to construct the underframe
and built them in batches of ten. I should mention
that you will find it considerably easier to fit the
delrin bearings in the axle at this stage as it is quite a
challenge once you have glued everything together. I
worked with the parts upside down (axles facing up)
on a small sheet of thick glass, this made it easier to
fit the wheels prior to final gluing. It is important to
ensure that the parts fit together square and that the
axle boxes are lined up with each other. To achieve
this I simply ‘tacked’ the parts together using a small
amount of glue applied with a small paint brush.
Using a square and a ruler I wriggled the assembly
until it was right I then fitted the wheels to the
assembly to test them for running and once I was
satisfied that all was correct I simply fully glued the
parts and allowed them to dry. The advantage using
liquid cement is that it flows into the seams by
capillary action and when dry the parts are very
strong. I set the completed underframe’s to one side
to allow the glue to fully dry and then made a start on
the Hoppers.
The Hoppers were going to be awkward to put
together as the parts have no distinct locating element
built into them and it is all down to patience and trial
to find a method that works effectively. In hindsight I
probably should have made a jig that would
accommodate the parts and hold them square while
they were being glued, but I chose the old fashioned
hard way and spent many enjoyable hours and a few
words of disdain as I glued, straightened, reglued and
restraightened them until I was satisfied with the
result. Again these were set aside to allow the glue to
cure.
The next stage was to test assemble the hoppers in the
underframe and glue a strip of lead into the bottom of
the hopper, the weight is vital to ensure that these
wagons run well. I then placed them on a sloping
piece of rail and watched as they either ran down the
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slope at breakneck speed or just sat there waiting for
some divine intervention from the hand of man! A
few wagons needed a little bit of work to get them
running correctly but generally the overall results
were quite good. Once I was satisfied with this stage
of the project I then glued the hoppers to the
underframe. At last it was time to set up my trusty
coupler height gauge and fit Kadee number five
couplers and the small buffers to get the models up to
running condition. The couplers had to be glued to
the underframe as there was not enough thickness in
the base to use a screw, this requires some care to
ensure that you do not glue the coupling so as to
render it unworkable. With my forty wagons tucked
away safely in a carry box I went off to my club
running day quite excited about my efforts and
looking forward to test running my new hoppers prior
to painting and decaling.

It stands to reason that Murphy will always
intervene when you least expect it and this was one of
those days, my beloved 50 Class did two laps of the
layout and then decided to throw in the towel,
however, on the bright side the hoppers seemed quite
happy being towed behind a candy 48 class which is
quite incorrect but I continued to convince myself it
was only a test run.

The Final Chapter
Of course all good stories have an end and we are

now approaching the final chapter in this project, the
painting, decaling and weathering. This is always a
subject that would require more pages than this
magazine has in order to outline the process, perhaps
this would be the subject of another article. In simple
terms, I washed all the models using soapy water and
then rinsed them under the tap, they were then spread
out on a board and allowed to dry completely. I then
primed the models using my airbrush and an
automotive etch primer, again they were allowed to
dry completely before being painted with an
automotive lacquer in red oxide.

I prefer to use automotive lacquers as they dry
quite fast and there are no issues with dust
accumulating on them. While waiting for the models
to dry I created a load pattern using real coal that
would be cast in polyurethane by a friend of mine,
the final result was a drop in load that sits quite nicely
in the model. Once the paint was dry I then started
the arduous task of decaling the models using the
photos that I had found as a guide. The decals are
quite good as each decal is a complete set including
the private owner letter, a small L or LL and the
numbers needed for each wagon. I managed to get
forty wagons with no repeat numbers which makes
for an interesting train. The last job was to apply a
coat of matt clear and weather the wagons using a
wash of black which was applied using my airbrush.
The finishing touch was to glue the coal loads in and
then off to the railway club to admire my handiwork.
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Model railways as a hobby has always been
innovative to say the least, and over the years
modellers have used all manner of methods and
materials in the pursuit of their hobby. Technology
has played a major role in recent years with the re-
emergence of DCC which was originally started by
Hornby in 1979 and although the Hornby product
was not widely accepted in the 70's, the current
generation of modellers who have been indoctrinated
into the computer age have embraced the current
DCC systems with a passion. 3D printing is no
different as it was originally quite expensive to buy
the equipment and required the use of software with a
steep learning curve. Fast forward a few years and 3D
printing is now very affordable and the software has
been made user friendly to the point that anyone can
get involved. I will be honest that I am, in a sense, a

new player in the 3D arena but I have made a
conscious decision that rather than downloading free
3D files from the internet that I would aim to learn
how to create my own items. In order to do this I
needed some 3D drawing software and I found one
that is free to use and rather easy to learn and that
program is Tinkercad. There are any number of 3D
nerds that would suggest that this program is
designed for children and not a serious 3D drawing
program, well that doesn't matter to me because
within a couple of hours I printed my first model. If
you are new to this technology, starting with a simple
model is a good way to go and what is simpler than a
container wagon? Using dimensions from a drawing
of the NSW OCX wagon I used the “building blocks”
in Tinkercad to create the model. Each of the items
used in the construction can be resized and combined

Building a rake of container wagons using 3d printing and Kangaroo Hobbies container kits

Screen shot from Tinkercad
showing the building blocks to
the right that are used to create
the 3D drawing. The orange
coloured model is ready to send
to the slicer in preparation for
printing
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with others to create the parts needed to build the
model. All rather simple but once you master the
basics it is like using Lego bricks. There are
numerous tutorials on Youtube and these are very
helpful in understanding how to create a 3D drawing.

My 3D printer is a Flashforge Adventurer3
which I have found to be more than suitable for
creating models in N scale. The printer uses a
program called Flashprint to slice the 3D drawing and
send the resulting gcode to the printer taking about
thirty minutes to print one model. The first print of
the container wagon was made using the standard
print setting which tends to be a bit rough as far as
the finished model is concerned. On my second
attempt I used a finer setting and the result was a
much better model. I saved the setting and then
proceeded to print twenty wagons and while they
were under way I made a start on the Kangaroo
Hobby Products container kits.

Building the containers
Tools required:
Sharp hobby knife
PVA glue
A small square
Coloured felt pens (Faber Castell seem to be the best)

The Kangaroo container kits are quite easy to
build, although the first one does seem to take a
while, after a little practice they can be put together
in around twenty minutes. The models are
constructed using the partially cut material to make
up a card box. It is quite easy to use the pre cut lines
as a guide and with a few light cuts with a sharp

hobby knife the parts are cut out and then glued
together using PVA glue as per the instructions. I
must stress that you should follow the guidelines
when constructing the box to make sure that the
printed sides will fit correctly. I used a small
engineer's square to check the accuracy of the
completed box. The next stage is to carefully cut out
the ribbed parts for the container using a sharp knife
and a steel ruler. With all the ribbed parts cut out,
carefully run a felt pen of the same colour as the
design around the edges to hide the white card. Once
all the parts are dry apply the ribbed sides to the card
box using the PVA glue again taking note of the
instructions.



Choosing a 3D printer
It goes without saying that it is important to

understand what your 3D printer is going to be used
for. A small unit such as the one I am using is ideal
for N scale and some HO components but would be
unable to print HO wagons or larger models such as
buildings. It can be a costly exercise making a
number of purchases only to realise that they are
unsuitable for your needs. I am happy to admit to
being in my late sixties and I have met hobbyists
much older than I, but they are having a go at
learning this new technology. If you are new to 3D
printing or are contemplating purchasing a new
machine here are some of the things I have learned:

Talk to someone who is using a 3D printer.

Understand exactly what scale you would like to use
the printer for and check the bed size for suitability.

Remember, the most inexpensive printers are not
always the best. Do your research using the reviews
that can be found on the internet or Youtube.

Don’t be to upset if things go wrong and trust me
they will. There is a learning curve to using this
technology so share your experiences with others
who may be able to assist.

Remember that schools are teaching children how to
use this technology so don’t be embarrassed to ask
your kids or grandchildren to help you.

Don’t let age be a restriction, young or old this can be
a rewarding pursuit.
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Completing the wagon
The printed wagons did not take a great deal of

work to complete but I decided to glue a piece of N
scale rail in the fish belly using super glue to add
some lateral strength to the model. I decided not to
paint these models as the brown filament I used did
not look too bad. The brake handles are made using a
piece of nylon mosquito screen which I have painted
white, from this I cut the little X's and applied them
to the model using superglue. The last stage was to

glue the containers to the wagon and fit the
Microtrains bogies. A quick test run of the wagons on
the layout and they performed really well both at low
and high speed and through points in both directions.
The total cost of this project was minimal with the
bogies being the most expensive part. The exercise
here was to to create a basic model that was close to
correct in scale size and that would be a satisfactory
addition to my fleet and I think it worked.

Above: The fitting of the N scale rail in the fish belly
to strengthen the model.

Right: This shows how the brake handles are made
and glued to the model. The containers have been
glued in place using PVA glue.

Below: The completed wagons ready to go.



BUILD YOUR OWN LINESIDE HUTSBUILD YOUR OWN LINESIDE HUTS
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SIMPLE SCRATCH BUILDINGS
Scratchbuilding models such as buildings can be

simple if you use some of the techniques shown here.
Obviously it can be quite complex and take a lot of
time and fine skills if you are tackling a bigger
project but starting with something simple is a great
way to learn the skills needed to tackle larger kits
later on. Hobbies can be challenging when many of
us are time poor or with cash flow issues, so here is a
cheap and visually effective way to populate your
layout with those houses, factories, stations, sheds
and shops quickly!

THE LINESIDE BUILDINGS
Here are two simple buildings to get you started.

Every railway of my era has a number of small track
layers, gangers, fettlers huts and cabins randomly
spread along the line or within yards. These models
are simple buildings using printed surfaces mounted
on a card or foam core “frame”. Your buildings made
this way will be light but also very strong for their
size.

These drawings are in both HO and N scale and can
be downloaded from the Rail Modeller Australia
website.

YOUWILLNEED
1. Foam Core offcuts OR Thick card
2. Card suitable for the roofing
3. Steel rule for accurate measurement
4 Sharp Pencils
5 Hobby knife with replaceable or snap off blades.
6. A4 Single sheet sticker paper or plain paper.
7. A colour printer and computer to print the images.
8. Some black or deep grey model paint.
9. Craft Glue, PVA or similar
10.Some Lego or Lego Duplo blocks and small pegs
or spring clamps OR some dress making pins.

Foam Core off cuts can often be obtained for free
from your local picture framers who are more than
willing for you to recycle them rather than pay to take
it away. Just use the plain board and NOT the self
adhesive material. Thick card off cuts can be obtained
from the same source, or from the backs of writing
pads or by laminating cereal packet card.

Hobby knife blades will blunt quickly and cause the
foam or card to tear. Foam core at molecular level is
actually harder than steel but the bonds are softer
which enables you to cut it. For this reason, I suggest
that you break off the blade segments every 5 or 6
reasonable length cuts or as soon as a tear starts.
Foam Core and card only needs craft glue to hold it
together. Because the glue takes a while to dry, you
need to hold your corners together with either a Lego
Block (Duplo Blocks are good) and pegs or spring
clamps. Failing that, you can use dressmaking pins
because any divots you make will not be seen.

When printing, many railway lineside buildings are
greyish in colour especially timber buildings, so you
could get away with a monochrome print. Black and
white also works well with buildings in a distance, so
you could use that to suggest depth.

LET’S GET STARTED
Think a little bit Green here. Because of the cost

of the A4 sticker paper and the desire to minimise
land fill, try to minimise the waste space on the
material. You can try putting in signs, posters,
billboards, road signs, number boards for
locomotives, wall sections etc. in the vacant areas
without compromising your ability to cut around the
shapes. One idea which I have not tried is to take
pictures of the fronts of vending machines and to
stick them on small foam blocks. These adorn the
platforms and paths of railway stations and shop
fronts all over the world. You could also make
multiples of these buildings as patterns for yourself,
whole models for fellow modellers or different parts
of your layout.

Trevor Gibbs shows how to construct two
lineside huts using his simple techniques
and inexpensive materials.

Recycle old cereal
boxes or card
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NOW LET’S BUILD THEM
As these are small buildings I have decided to

use 1.5mm thick grey card for the walls, the roof is
made using card from a cereal box. Larger models
such as the signal box shown here are more suited to
foam core.

Step 1
Download the artwork for the huts from the Rail

Modeller Australia website and print onto A4 paper
or sticker paper using the printers highest resolution
setting. Allow the sheets to dry thoroughly and then
coat with spray fixative (available from most art
supply shops) to help protect the printed surface,
allow to dry. Roughly cut out the hut designs, make
sure you include the cut line markers as shown. Cut
around the roofing sheets and put them to one side.
Using a UHU glue stick or similar coat the back of
the hut sheet with adhesive and carefully apply the
glued sheet to 1.5mm thick card making sure that the
sheet is applied evenly, you can use a rolling pin or
round tubing to help flatten the paper against the card.
Repeat the process with the roofing sheets applied to
cereal box card.

To apply the glue I use a backing sheet which
is a junk mail magazine. Simply fold the page to a
clean sheet after each glue application. Before
proceeding to the next step make sure the glue has
dried otherwise it will tear when cut. To stop the card
from bowing the glued sheets can be covered with
some baking paper and a weight like a book or
similar can be placed on top until the glue dries.
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Step 2
We will concentrate on building the grey

lineside hut, however, the process is similar for both
models. Using a metal ruler line up the green arrows
and cut through the card, then carefully cut out all the
parts.

It is important to note that the roof for the gable shed
needs to be lightly cut along the fold line prior to
cutting out so it can be folded as shown here.

I will add some detail to this model to show what can
be achieved with a little extra effort. To create some
texture on the model I have used a scribing point to
gently emboss the panel lines. A gentle approach with
the scriber at a low angle will avoid damaging the
printed paper. The result is worth the effort and adds
greatly to the basic model. The process is applied to
all the walls prior to construction.

Step 3
Assembling the model is done by gluing the

parts together using PVA adhesive. To ensure the roof
fits correctly the front and back walls should be
glued on the inside of the side walls as shown . Using
small engineers squares helps to keep the walls
straight whil;e waiting for the glue to dry.
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LEARN SHARE CREATE

Would you like to showcase your layout
in Rail Modeller Australia?

Would you like to share your skills to
help other railway modellers?

We are looking for feature layouts, Junior modellers,
DCC experts and scenery gurus. Contact us today
and help others to Learn, Share and Create.

info@railmodelleraustralia.com
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In the next issue
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In the next issue
Making trees for your layout

Interior detailing and lighting
your model buildings

AVAILABLE IN THE FIRST WEEK OF OCTOBER 2020

AND SO
MUCH MORE.
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